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Introduction

green pavement

Green pavement
!

Are you looking for a natural and stable driveway or garden that is environmentally
friendly and would you like to contribute to making your living environment climateproof? Then using green pavement in your garden or driveway is the right option for
you! Green pavement is pavement with holes which grass can grow through and rainwater can be infiltrated. This while the surface remains accessible for walking or parking your car. In this way we maintain the stability of the subsoil and you create an
attractive green image in your garden or driveway. In this way, we make Middelburg
climate-proof together!

Why is green pavement an
environmentally friendly option?

!

The Earth's climate is changing. It is getting warmer and there is more heavy rainfall.

This

has

more

and

more

consequences for our living environment.
The extreme weather conditions cause
more flooding during heavy rainfall and
more drought in times of drought. Green
paving is a good solution to make your living environment more climate-proof. In
addition to creating a beautiful green
image, it has great advantages for your
garden!
Through the openings in the
green pavement, the water permeability to rainwater is high,
which reduces flooding in the
street during extreme rainfall. This
allows rainwater to sink into the
soil and replenish the groundwater level, which limits the effects of drought in your garden.
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groene verharding

The municipality of Middelburg is
using green paving
In Middelburg, the Municipality of Middelburg already has a number of projects in
which parking facilities are being redesigned in a climate-proof manner, such as the
parking space in the Prinsenhove in Middelburg.
In the images below is a before and after photo of the parking lot. De Prinsenhove
was scheduled for road and sewer maintenance. These activities were combined with
a redesign to arrive at a climate-proof living environment in which more greenery and
less paving is reduced and in which space is made for collecting rainwater.
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The pros and cons

green pavement

the pros in a glance
• Water permeable and environmentally friendly:
In a driveway with green pavement, rainwater
can easily infiltrate the soil. This way you avoid
flooding and you contribute to the environment.
• Increase Biodiversity and Soil Quality: Removing tiles or asphalt and replacing this with permeable paving offers more space for natural soil
life and thus increases biodiversity.
• Sturdy and stable: Thanks to green paving, your driveway will be beautifully green,
but also very sturdy and stable. So there is no subsidence, rutting or potholes.
Green pavement can also be used as a driveway, due to the robustness of green
pavement it can be used as a parking space.
• Attractive green image: Green paving adds a natural, green image to your home.
• Easy to install: A driveway or garden with green paving can be installed quickly
and easily.
• There are many types and sizes: Because of the many types and sizes, there is
plenty of choice to choose the best green pavement for your garden or driveway.
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Points of attention
• Not directly walkable / drivable: After sowing the grass, it is not immediately posible
to use the green pavement. The grass needs a few weeks to set.
• Required maintenance: The grass sometimes has a hard time. Despite the protection of the tiles, it is recommended to mow on time and fertilize well.
• Possibly less beautiful in winter and with heat: In spring and with heat, the grass
may look less beautiful.

Grass care tip!
January to february: Sprinkle lime. Sprinkling lime makes the soil less acidic.
As a result, the grass is better able to absorb fertilizers, so that it grows better
and moss has less of a chance.
March to april: Fertilize grass with organic fertilizers.
Removing weeds: In spring it is possible that weeds develop.
Removing weeds annually is necessary in this case.
Reseeding: The grass may die in severe frosty weather or long dry periods.
Therefore, bald patches may need to be reseeded.
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Did you know...
In addition to filling the grass tiles with soil for grass, it is also possible to
fill the tiles with crushed stone or gravel. In some cases, the tiles are filled
with wood bark, which provides a unique result. Both are even easier to maintain and remain water permeable.
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